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Let L be a lattice of finite length. It is shown that if L contains no 3-element interval then L 
is relatively complemented. Also, if for every x E L the set C, = {y E L 1 y covers x} satisfies 
V C, = 1, then L is complemented. 
A relatively complemented lattice is defined to be a lattice in which every 
interval is complemented. In this note we show that a relatively complemented 
lattice of finite length is in fact characterized by the exclusion of only one interval: 
the 3-element chain. We also discuss some connections between the existence of 
complements in a lattice of finite length and the presence of intervals having the 
property that the greatest element is the join of the atoms. 
For the general theory and terminology of lattices we refer to Birkhoff [l]. To 
avoid trivialities we only consider lattices and intervals of length at least two. By 
interval we mean closed interval 
[x, y]={zEL Ixszsy}. 
We call an interval [x, y] of a lattice L of finite length v-regular if y is the join of 
the atoms of [x, y]. Dually, [x, y] will be called A-regular if x is the meet of the 
coatoms of [x, y]. An interval [x, y] is called upper if y = 1 and lower if x = 0. 
It is easy to see that in a complemented lattice of finite length the interval [0, l] 
is v-regular. The example of the hexagon lattice shows that [0, l] may be the only 
interval of a complemented lattice which is v-regular. In the other direction we 
have the following result, cf. [3]. 
Theorem 1. Let L be a lattice of finite length such that all upper intervals are 
v-regular. Then L is complemented. 
Proof. The conclusion is clearly true if L has length two. We will use induction on 
the length of L. Assume that the theorem holds for all lattices of length less than 
n and that l(L) = n, n k 3. Take any element x E L -{O, 1). There must be an atom 
a such that a$x, since if all atoms of L were below x then the assumption that 
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[0, l] is v-regular would imply 1 GX. Choose such an atom a. All upper intervals 
of the sublattice [a, l] are v-regular and I([a, l])< n. Hence, by the induction 
assumption [a, l] is complemented. Since a is an atom and a$x, we know that 
a AX = 0. We also know that a v x must have a complement in [a, 11, say c. Now, 
CVX=(CVa)vx=cv(avx)=1 
and 
CAX=CA((UVX)AX)=(CA(UVX))AX=cTlAX=0. 
Hence, c is a complement to x in L. 0 
It is well-known that the family of all upper intervals cannot be replaced by the 
family of all lower intervals in Theorem 1 (see e.g. Fig. 13b in [l, p. 881). In fact, 
even if we require that all lower intervals are v-regular and all upper intervals are 
A-regular it doesn’t follow that a lattice is complemented, as Example 2 in [2] 
shows. 
Theorem 2. Let L be a lattice of finite length. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) L is relatively complemented 
(2) all intervals are v-regular 
(3) all intervals ure A-regular 
(4) L has no 3-element interval. 
Proof. (1) j (4) is clear. 
(4) 3 (2). Assume that (4) holds in L. (4) means that all intervals of length two 
are v-regular. We proceed by induction on the length of intervals in L. Assume 
that all intervals of length less than n are known to be v-regular and that [x, y] is 
of length n, na3. Let x=x,<x,<* * * < x,,,+r = y be a maximal chain in [x, y]. 
Because of condition (4) there must be some z # x,, such that x,-r < z < y. Since y 
covers x, and x, covers x,.-r we get that z vx,, = y. Now, let A,, be the atoms of 
the interval [x, y], A, the atoms of [x, z] and A,” the atoms of [x, x,]. Clearly, 
(A, U AJ G A,. By the induction assumption z = V A, and x, = V A,“. There- 
fore y~VA,sV(A,UA,~)=(VA,)v(VA,,)=zvx,=y. So [x,y] is v- 
regular. 
(2) j (1) by Theorem 1. 
Since conditions (1) and (4) are self-dual, the equivalence of (3) with the other 
conditions also follows. Cl 
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